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The sultry, sensual novel of obsession and desire that inspired the Oscarwinning film.
Ulysses -

The Trouble With Charlie - Merry Jones 2013-01-26
Elle finds the body of her soon-to-be-ex husband, Charlie on her sofa,
stabbed to death with her kitchen knife. Elle's close friends stand by her
through the difficult funeral, but Elle alone must face the loss of the man
she'd loved. Except that the loss is not total--Charlie is still around. Elle
feels his presence, smells his after shave. Hears him accuse her of killing
him. And even though she doesn't believe in ghosts, she argues with him,
asserting her innocence. Oddly, Elle has a gap in her memory; she can't
account for her activity during the time of his murder. As she tries to
clear herself by finding out how Charlie died, she discovers that she had
plenty of reason to kill him. Charlie had secrets. Infidelity. Unsavory
business associates. Involvement with an international organization of
sex abusers. The more she learns, the more danger she faces. As
unscrupulous people begin to fear she'll expose them, Elle races against
time to avoid arrest, fight off attackers, solve the murder, and make
peace with Charlie's spirit.
Seymour, Past and Present - Hollis Andrew Campbell 1902

Iron Cast - Destiny Soria 2016-10-11
It’s Boston, 1919, and the Cast Iron club is packed. On stage,
hemopaths—whose “afflicted” blood gives them the ability to create
illusions through art—Corinne and Ada have been best friends ever since
infamous gangster Johnny Dervish recruited them into his circle. By
night they perform for Johnny’s crowds, and by day they con Boston’s
elite. When a job goes wrong and Ada is imprisoned, she realizes how
precarious their position is. After she escapes, two of the Cast Iron’s
hires are shot, and Johnny disappears. With the law closing in, Corinne
and Ada are forced to hunt for answers, even as betrayal faces them at
every turn. An ideal next read for fans of Libba Bray’s The Diviners.
Kill Game - Cordelia Kingsbridge 2017-10-23
Homicide detective Levi Abrams is barely holding his life together. He's
reeling from the fallout of a fatal shooting, and his relationship with his
boyfriend is crumbling. The last thing he's prepared for is a serial killer
stalking the streets of Las Vegas. Or how he keeps getting thrown into
the path of annoyingly charming bounty hunter Dominic Russo. Dominic

Genealogy of the Greenleaf Family
- James Edward Greenleaf 1896
Call Me by Your Name - André Aciman 2020-06-02
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likes his life free of complications. That means no tangling with cops -especially prickly, uptight detectives. But when he stumbles across one
of the Seven of Spades's horrifying crime scenes, he can't let go, despite
Levi's warnings to stay away. The Seven of Spades is ruthless and always
two moves ahead. Worst of all, they've taken a dangerously personal
interest in Levi and Dominic. Forced to trust each other, the two men
race to discover the killer's identity, revealing hidden truths along the
way and sparking a bond neither man expected. But that may not be
enough to protect them. This killer likes to play games, and the deck is
not stacked in Levi and Dominic's favor.
The Ryerson Genealogy - Albert Ryerson Winslow 1916
The Ryerson Genealogy by Albert Ryerson Winslow, first published in
1916, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the great
libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which
has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for
better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors'
mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some
smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent
damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the
text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a new generation to
appreciate it.
Unsuitable - Samantha Towle 2016-09-27
From New York Times bestselling author, Samantha Towle, comes a new
sexy, romantic suspense standalone novel... Daisy Smith has spent
eighteen months of her life paying for a crime she didn't commit. Now
out of prison, she has only one focus-to get back custody of her younger
brother, Jesse, who is deep in the foster care system. Desperate to
rebuild her life and show the system that she is responsible enough to
care for Jesse, she takes on the only job available to her-working as a
maid at the Matis Estate. On day one of her new job, Daisy meets Kastor
Matis, the only son of the owners and her new boss. An enigmatic,
handsome Greek god of a man, Kas is closed off, cold, and...well, kind of
a bastard. The more time Daisy spends around Kas, she starts to see
there might be more to him than just his cold, bastard ways. He may
cordelia-kingsbridge-close-protection

actually have a heart beating in that frozen chest of his. But Kas has
secrets, too. Secrets that he's determined to keep. Secrets make Daisy
curious. And you know what curiosity can do...
Blood Before Wine- Jp Kenwood 2019-03-07
Conquer. Own. Sacrifice everything. Gaius Fabius knows a healthy son
will secure his claim to the throne of Rome, but his devotion to his illegal
Dacian pleasure slave, Allerix, could destroy his dreams of supreme
power. Determined to solve the mysterious murder of a dear friend,
Gaius searches for clues hidden deep in the palace that threaten his
future and his family.But while he and Allerix share passions in and out
of the bedchamber, another assassination sends Gaius and his captured
prince back to the vanquished kingdom of Dacia. In order to protect his
beloved concubine, can Gaius find the courage to sacrifice his own heart?
Lose. Submit. Betray everyone. Allerix knows vengeance for the vicious
destruction of his homeland is within tantalizing reach, but only if he can
convince his Roman master to trust him. When an unexpected ally
interrupts his plans, Alle sets aside his lust for revenge to embrace the
ecstasy of Gaius's unbridled devotion.But a surprise reunion with a
childhood friend and an unforeseen return trip to Dacia remind Allerix of
all he has lost while revealing the honor and glory that remain to be won.
To earn the respect of his surviving kinsmen, can Alle betray the only
man he has ever loved? Dominus is a plot-packed m/m historical fantasy
set in ancient Rome during the reign of Trajan (AD 98-117). Blood Before
Wine is the third book in this four-book alternative history saga--a
tumultuous adventure of forbidden love, humor, friendship, political
intrigue, deception, and murder.
A Genealogy of the Quick Family in America (1625-1942) 317- Years
Arthur Craig Quick 2009
Family came from Holland to New Amsterdam about 1625-1640.
Close Protection - Richard J. Aitch 2012
Quillon's Covert - Joseph Lance Tonlet 2015-12-18
Sayre Family - Theodore Melvin Banta 1901
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boatswains and carpenters - are listed, with the careers of the majority
being chronicled in detail. In addition a brief service history of each ship,
down to the little schooner Pickle, is included. A remarkable labor of
research at the time it is now an invaluable reference work for anyone
with a serious interest in Nelson's navy. A new introduction by the
distinguished naval historian Colin White explains the significance of the
work and places it in context for the modern historian and enthusiast.
Flying Changes - Sara Gruen 2009-10-13
There is a time to move on, a time to let go . . . and a time to fly. “Sara
Gruen writes with passionate precision about horses and their humans
and the healing power of love.”—Maryanne Stahl, author of Forgive the
Moon Anxiety rules Annemarie Zimmer’s days—the fear that her
relationship with the man she loves is growing stagnant; the fear that
equestrian daughter Eva’s dreams of Olympic glory will carry her far
away from her mother . . . and into harm’s way. For five months,
Annemarie has struggled to make peace with her past. But if she cannot
let go, the personal battles she has won and the heights she has achieved
will have all been for naught. It is a time of change at Maple Brook Horse
Farm, when loves must be confronted head-on and fears must be saddled
and broken. But it is an unanticipated tragedy that will most drastically
alter the fragile world of one remarkable family—even as it flings open
gates that have long confined them, enabling them all to finally ride
headlong and free.
The Humphreys Family in America - F 1816-1900 Cn Humphreys
2015-08-12
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)

Zero at the Bone - Jane Seville 2009-04-06
After witnessing a mob hit, surgeon Jack Francisco is put into protective
custody to keep him safe until he can testify. A hitman known only as D is
blackmailed into killing Jack, but when he tracks him down, his weary
conscience won't allow him to murder an innocent man. Finding in each
other an unlikely ally, Jack and D are soon on the run from shadowy
enemies. Forced to work together to survive, the two men forge a bond
that ripens into unexpected passion. Jack sees the wounded soul beneath
D's cold, detached exterior, and D finds in Jack the person who can help
him reclaim the man he once was. As the day of Jack's testimony
approaches, he and D find themselves not only fighting for their lives...
but also fighting for their future. A future together.
Can't Hide from Me - Cordelia Kingsbridge 2016-10-03
Running into your ex is hard enough without a dangerous stalker in the
mix. Charles Hunter's team is on a mission to extract an unidentified ATF
agent from an undercover job gone wrong. All they've got to go on is the
rendezvous location -- until Charles recognizes the ex he hasn't seen in
years. Their "simple rescue mission" is about to get a lot more
complicated. For ngel Medina, adjusting to life after his cartel nightmare
is hard enough without confronting memories of a failed relationship. All
he wants is a fresh start. But when a violent stalker lashes out from the
shadows, ngel realizes his nightmare is far from over. As the stalker's
obsession escalates and bodies start dropping, Charles and ngel are
thrown together in a desperate search for the culprit. Tempers flare and
old passions reignite, drawing them back into the same turbulent
relationship that once ended in disaster. But the stalker isn't letting go -and the next strike might hit straight through the heart.
Pioneer History of Ingham County - 1923
Trafalgar Roll - Robert Holden Mackenzie 2002-10-01
The Trafalgar Roll, originally published in 1913, was intended to record
and honor the men who fought at Trafalgar in the same way that earlier
publications had done for the soldiers at Blenheim and Waterloo. Over
1250 officers - from Nelson himself to midshipmen, surgeons, clerks,
cordelia-kingsbridge-close-protection
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has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Exasperating - Onley James 2020-02-26
What he craves is attention. CALDER SETON is an unapologetic
manwhore. Former Texas Ranger turned private security agent for Elite,
he’s an expert at keeping his heart to himself. His employer wishes he’d
do the same for his body. Calder has a habit of sleeping with Elite’s
clients and they’ve told him to keep it in his pants or find a new job.
That’s fine with Calder. He has a new playmate anyway, virginal actor
Robby Shaw. ROBBY SHAW spent most of his life sheltered from the
world until he lands a role in an LA kid’s show and becomes the fake
boyfriend of A-list actor, Elijah Dunne. When that relationship ends in
humiliation and heartache, Robby meltdowns epically, landing him in
county lockup and on the radar of Calder Seton, who he hasn’t seen in
over a month. A sizzling hookup leaves both Robby and Calder
questioning their life choices, and when Robby’s life is threatened,
Calder doesn’t hesitate to step in, free of charge. Unfortunately, Robby
hires Elite before he can volunteer, putting himself on Calder’s list of
untouchables until they can solve a murder. The rules of Romancelandia
state only a virgin can tame a manwhore, but both Robby and Calder
have a pile of baggage and everything from a cult to anonymous killers
standing in their way. Can they find a way to heal from their pasts so
they can have a future? EXASPERATING is the third book in the Elite
Protection Services Series and contains age-gap, high-heat romance with
an HEA and no cliffhangers.
The History of the Fowlers - Christine Cecilia Fowler 1950

worst nightmare is coming true. Her ex is re-entering her professional
life in the midst of the biggest project of her career. She's about to come
face to face with the only man she's ever loved - her son's father. Gates
McCall is a brash man. He hasn't always been this way, but when Sloane
walked out on him, something inside him broke. When his company's
newest acquisition brings the two of them together once more, little does
he know seeing her will bring back a flood of memories, feelings, and an
unexpected surprise.
Hold Close - Sue Brown 2020-12-06
"I'll get down on my knees if I have to, Daddy."Louis knows only one
bodyguard he can trust to take care of him after a vicious assault. He's
prepared go to his knees and beg his former Daddy to help him. But will
Craig listen?After his relationship with Louis ended, Craig ran away so
he'd never have to face his boy again. But when Louis pleads for his help,
Craig has a tough decision to make; risk his heart being broken for a
second time or turn away from the man who needs him.In Craig's head,
Louis is a client in danger. In his heart, Louis is his boy. In his hands,
Louis is his world. Will Louis and Craig grasp their second chance in
love, or will they walk away from each other at the end of the
assignment?If you like a passionate second chance romance and reverse
age gap daddy/boy relationship, Hold Close is for you.
The Babbitt Family History,1643-1900
- William Bradford Browne
2018-10-30
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and

A Secret to Keep - Railyn Stone 2015-06-04
She's kept her son a secret from his father for almost a year. Now, her
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thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
The Refugees of 1776 from Long Island to Connecticut - Frederic
Gregory Mather 1913
A history, accompanied by documentary material and biographical
sketches, of the American sympathizers who emigrated to Connecticut
after the battle of Long island.
The Brothers Bishop - Bart Yates 2013-10-09
Tommy and Nathan Bishop are as different as two brothers can be.
Carefree and careless, Tommy is the golden boy who takes men into his
bed with a seductive smile and turns them out just as quickly. No one can
resist him--and no one can control him, either. That salient point
certainly isn't lost on his brother. Nathan is all about control. At thirtyone, he is as dark and complicated as Tommy is light and easy, and he is
bitter beyond his years. While Tommy left for the excitement of New
York City, Nathan has stayed behind, teaching high school English in
their provincial hometown, surrounded by the reminders of their ruined
family history and the legacy of anger that runs through him like a scar.
Now, Tommy has come home to the family cottage by the sea for the
summer, bringing his unstable, sexual powder keg of an entourage--and
the distant echoes of his family's tumultuous past--with him. Tommy and
his lover Philip are teetering on the brink of disaster, while their married
friends, Camille and Kyle, perfect their steps in a dance of denial, each
partner pulling Nathan deeper into the fray. And when one of Nathan's
troubled students, Simon, begins visiting the house, the slow fuse is lit on
a highly combustible mix. During a heady two-week party filled with
drunken revelations, bitter jealousies, caustic jabs, and tender
reconciliations, Tommy and Nathan will confront the legacy of their
twisted family history--their angry, abusive father and the tragic death of
their mother--and finally, the one secret that has shaped their entire
lives. It is a summer that will challenge everything Nathan remembers
and unravel Tommy's carefully constructed facade, drawing them both
unwittingly into a drama with echoes of the past. . .one with unforeseen
and very dangerous consequences. "There are undercurrents of tragedy
cordelia-kingsbridge-close-protection

and emotional scarring at work that take the story to disturbing places. .
.Yates puts his novel together like a one-two punch and makes it
readable. . .you can't put it down." --Edge Magazine
Captivating - Onley James 2019-12-03
He just wants to be seen. JAYNE SHEPHERD has spent his life blending
in. He smiles. He laughs. He’s likeable. He’s also a sociopath. His
emotions are limited. Love, fear, and desire don’t exist in his world. Until
he meets Elijah. ELIJAH DUNNE had everything. Third generation
Hollywood royalty. Child star. Untouchable. Until one man ruined it all.
Elijah fled LA to try to forget, but now, he’s back on top and back on a
monster’s radar. Elijah doesn’t think he’ll ever feel safe. Until he meets
Shepherd. Elijah and Shep only have one thing in common. They both
wear masks. Shep makes Elijah feel protected. Seen. Elijah makes Shep
just feel. Now that he’s had a taste, he’s not about to let him go.
Everybody warns that what they have isn’t real. Shep is obsessed with
Elijah, not in love. But Elijah craves Shep’s obsession. He can’t imagine
life without him. In Hollywood, being a sociopath is more of a life skill
than a diagnosis. Could Shep be the monster Elijah needs to finally slay
his demons? CAPTIVATING is the second book in the Elite Protection
Services Series and contains age-gap, cum-play, voyeurism and one very
sexy interrogation scene with an HEA and no cliffhangers. Warning: This
book contains talk of past child sexual abuse.
Dorothea Beale of Cheltenham
- Elizabeth Raikes 1908
Trick Roller - Cordelia Kingsbridge 2018-01-29
It's the height of summer in Las Vegas. Everyone believes the serial killer
Seven of Spades is dead--except Levi Abrams and Dominic Russo--and it's
back to business as usual. For Levi, that means investigating a suspicious
overdose at the Mirage that looks like the work of a high-class call girl,
while Dominic pursues a tough internship with a local private
investigator. The one bright spot for both of them is their blossoming
relationship. But things aren't so simple. Soon Levi is sucked into a
dangerous web of secrets and lies, even as his obsession with the Seven
of Spades intensifies. Dominic knows that Levi isn't crazy. He knows the
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Seven of Spades is still out there, and he'll do anything to prove it. But
Dominic has his own demons to battle, and he may be fighting a losing
war. One thing is certain: the Seven of Spades holds all the cards. It
won't be long before they show their hand.
Flirt - Lucy Lennox 2021-12-12

not be safe from the very people they fight to protect.
The God Eaters- Jesse Hajicek 2006-08-01
Imprisioned for 'inflammatory writings' by the totalitarian Theocracy, shy
intellectual Ashleigh Trine figures his story's over. But when he meets
Kieran Trevarde, a hard-hearted gunslinger with a dark magic lurking in
his blood, Ash finds that necessity makes strange heroes... and love can
change the world.
Hot Head - Damon Suede 2018-03-27
Where there's smoke, there's fire... Since 9/11, Brooklyn firefighter Griff
Muir has wrestled with impossible feelings for his best friend and
partner at Ladder 181, Dante Anastagio. Unfortunately, Dante is strictly
a ladies' man, and the FDNY isn't exactly gay-friendly. For ten years,
Griff has hidden his heart in a half-life of public heroics and private
anguish. Griff's caution and Dante's cockiness make them an unbeatable
team. To protect his buddy, there's nothing Griff wouldn't do... until a
nearly bankrupt Dante proposes the worst possible solution:
HotHead.com, a gay porn website where uniformed hunks get down and
dirty. And Dante wants them to appear there--together. Griff may have to
guard his heart and live out his darkest fantasies on camera. Can he
rescue the man he loves without wrecking their careers, their families, or
their friendship?
Useful Minerals of the United States - 1914

Lions and Tigers and Snares - Vincent Diamond 2010-11-14
When undercover game officer Byron Reese tracks down an illegal big
cat importer, his investigation turns up way more than he bargained for.
Lions, tigers, leopards, jaguars, and a hot cat handler with secrets of his
own ...
Wolves of Black Pine
- S. J. Himes 2015-12-16
An ancient civilization long hidden from humanity is on the brink of
chaos and war. Peaceful for thousands of years, the wolfkin clans are
mysteriously losing packmates, kidnapped and killed by unknown foes.
The nightmare begins with an ambush by humans at a gathering of their
kind, and lives are lost. Among them is Luca, youngest grandson of the
two most powerful wolves in the Northern Clans. Thought long dead and
gone, he is forced into a half-life, hidden in the far northern wilds of
Canada and cut off from his kind. Those who raised him have no idea the
creature they harbor in their midst, and name him Ghost. He begins to
lose himself over the long years, and though he barely recalls his true
name, the one wolf he never forgets is Kane. Kane, Heir to the wolfkin
clan Black Pine, is charged with hunting down the traitors who betrayed
their kind to the humans. Years fly by, and more wolves are dying. He
refuses to give up, and he vows to never again fail another of their kind,
as he failed young Luca years before. His heart tells him Luca lives, but
his mind tells him that it's foolish hope, his guilt eating him alive. Fate
and magic change the course of their lives, and the two wolves long
separated by the years find their paths intertwining. Though the gift of
their reunion doesn't come without price. Faced by the consequences of
their growing love, and the goddess-forged bond between them, Kane
and Ghost are besieged on all sides. Enemies are coming for their blood,
and without the steadfast loyalty and love of family and friends, they may
cordelia-kingsbridge-close-protection

The Journeyman - Michael Alan Peck 2014-06-25
Winner: Illinois Library Association's Soon to be Famous Illinois Author
Project "Paul Reid died in the snow at seventeen. The day of his death, he
told a lie—and for the rest of his life, he wondered if that was what killed
him." And so begins the battle for the afterlife, known as The Commons.
It's been taken over by a corporate raider who uses the energy of its
souls to maintain his brutal control. The result is an imaginary landscape
of a broken America—stuck in time and overrun by the heroes, monsters,
dreams, and nightmares of the imprisoned dead. Three people board a
bus to nowhere: a New York street kid, an Iraq War veteran, and her
five-year-old special-needs son. After a horrific accident, they are the
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last, best hope for The Commons to free itself. Along for the ride are a
shotgun-toting goth girl, a six-foot-six mummy, a mute Shaolin monk with
anger-management issues, and the only guide left to lead them. Three
Journeys: separate but joined. One mission: to save forever. But first they
have to save themselves.
Stalking Darkness - Lynn Flewelling 2010-11-17
With the Leran threat laid to rest, Alec and Seregil are now able to turn
their attention to the ancient evil which threatens their land. The
Plenimarans, at war with Skalans, have decided to defeat their ancient
enemy by raising up the Dead God, Seriamaius. The early attempts at
this reincarnation--masterminded by the sinister Duke Mardus and his
sorcerous minion Vargul Ashnazai--once left Seregil in a sorcerous coma.
Now, an ancient prophecy points to his continuing role in the quest to
stop Mardus in his dread purpose. Seregil's friend and Mentor, the
wizard Nysander, has long been the guardian of a deadly secret. In a
secret, silver-lined room hidden well beneath the Oreska, he has served
for most of his 300 years as the keeper of a nondescript clay cup. But this
cup, combined with a crystal crown and some wooden disks, forms the
Helm of Seriamaius, and any mortal donning the reconstructed Helm will
become the incarnation of the god on earth. Nysander holds the cup and
Mardus the wooden disks--one of which was responsible for Seregil's
coma--but the crown must still be located. Threatened under pain of
death by Nysander to keep his quest a secret even from his loyal
companion, Alec, Seregil is dispatched to find the last missing piece of
the Helm so that he and Nysander can destroy it. But this is only the
beginning of one of his deadliest journeys ever, for the prophecy also
holds that four will come together in a time of darkness, and gradually all
that Seregil values is placed at risk as he, Alec, Nysander and Micum are
drawn into a deadly web of terror and intrigue.
Nemesis - Anna Banks 2016-10-04
The princess didn't expect to fall in love--with her nemesis. Princess
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Sepora of Serubel is the last Forger in all the five kingdoms. The
spectorium she creates provides energy for all, but now her father has
found a way to weaponize it, and his intentions to incite war force her to
flee from his grasp. She escapes across enemy lines into the kingdom of
Theoria, but her plans to hide are thwarted when she is captured and
placed in the young king's servitude. Tarik has just taken over rulership
of Theoria, and must now face a new plague sweeping through his
kingdom and killing his citizens. The last thing he needs is a troublesome
servant vying for his attention. But mistress Sepora will not be ignored.
When the two finally meet face-to-face, they form an unlikely bond that
complicates life in ways neither of them could have imagined. Sepora's
gift could save Tarik's kingdom from the Quiet Plague. But should she
trust her growing feelings for her nemesis, or should she hide her gifts at
all costs? A thrilling futuristic fantasy in which the fate of the world's
energy source is in the hands of a prince and princess who are rivals, by
the New York Times-bestselling author of the Syrena Legacy.
Traitor's Moon
- Lynn Flewelling 2009-12-23
Master spies Seregil and Alec are no strangers to peril. Their
assignments, nightrunning for wizards and nobles, have led them into
many deadly situations. But sometimes the greatest danger can lurk
beneath a Traitor's Moon. . . . Wounded heroes of a cataclysmic battle,
Seregil and Alec have spent the past two years in self-imposed exile, far
from their adopted homeland, Skala, and the bitter memories there. But
as the war rages on, their time of peace is shattered by a desperate
summons from Queen Idralain, asking them to aid her daughter on a
mission to Aurënen, the very land from which Seregil was exiled in his
youth. Here, in this fabled realm of magic and honor, he must at last
confront the demons of his dark past, even as Alec discovers an
unimagined heritage. And caught between Skala's desperate need and
the ancient intrigues of the Aurënfaie, they soon find themselves snared
in a growing web of treachery and betrayal.
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